
Glyn Dwfn’s Moot Points 

  

The Shire Moot was held on 3/25/20. There were 16 folk in attendance. 

  

New Members – none 

  

Officer Reports: 

Seneschal(Fye/Richard) – Nothing new to report. 

  

Exchequer(Scianna) – Bank balance as of Feb 28 (last end of month) was $8,449.21. 

  

Marshal(Lucius/Jesse)– Nothing new to report. 

  

Archery(Sean) – Nothing new to report. 

  

Heavy Weapons (David) – Not present; no report. 

  

A&S Minister (Samwell) – Due to the Coronavirus we are no longer having physical meetings for 

A&S. I am currently exploring options and resources for posting video lectures and classes during A&S 

nights. 

  

Herald (Robbin) – Nothing new to report. 

  

Web Minister(Laura Irwin) – Familiarizing self with WordPress site. Met with the 

Kingdom Web minister about platforms for online meetings. Posted about ongoing 

cancelations.  

  

Chatelaine(Jacques) – Nothing new to report. 

  

Chronicler(Marion) – Nothing new to report. 

 

Social Media Deputy (Piaras) - With in person events and activities cancelled for the 

foreseeable future, I want to encourage all the heads of activities to take advantage of the day 

their activity is held and use social media to engage with people in that way - look to having our 

bardic nights through google meets or zoom, have the marshal post fight videos and techniques 

on facebook, etc. 

 

FAC (Seamus) - Nothing new to report. 

  

Business: 

https://www.facebook.com/
https://www.facebook.com/


 

Coronavirus: Postponing Events 

Tain Bo (Piaras): Kingdom cancelled all events up to May 10th which 

included Tain Bo. We’re looking at potential future dates to reschedule, but 

we don’t know how long this thing may last which makes planning difficult. 

Do we want to discuss cancelling Samhain? 

Piaras: Adiantum has also canceled their fall events. 

Fye: I think we have the time to wait and see how this progresses before 

making that decision. 

 

Tain Bo Updates: 

Sean: I reached out to Hanley Farms about scheduling. I asked them to 

give me from August-September. I was uncomfortable trying to plan an 

event in June or July with how the plague is progressing. All their available 

dates conflict with other summits and/or kingdom level events. After 

September it seems like it would be too close to Samhain. I hate to say it 

but my vote currently is to cancel Tain Bo outright. 

It may make sense to combine an event with Briaroak Bash. Other events 

may be too far away to be realistic. 

Milisandia: Murder in the Desert is farther away distance wise but is 

structured off of Tain Bo so it would be simple to combine. 

Combine Myrtle Holts Ancestral Remembrance event. Could help repair 

relationships damaged earlier in the year. 

Sean: We need to decide if we’re using Hanley Farm or not so I can cancel 

our reservation.  
 

Investiture bid: 

The Event Committee planned on meeting with Abdal, didn't with current circumstances, 

and intends to do so shortly. (Piaras to initiate.) They want to pair him with someone who 

has experience heading up events. We should be able to safely plan for an event that far 

out.  

 

The Event Committee will also reach out to Seamus about the potential for a Samhain Bid. 

 

Baronial Updates: 

No baronial updates. The crown is probably busy focusing on Crown and the plans for 

changeover. Piaras will reach out in the future - after Crown status has been updated. 



 

Open business: 

 

Piaras/Mills: 

[Seamus is organizing] bardic on Saturday/Sunday online. Invites are sent to people who 

sound like likely candidates. We want to max out the zoom meeting capacity. :yay: 

 

Taran will teach a class(es) online. Videos are being posted now as well as links to online 

merchants. Let's support the community! 

 

Luscious:  

Sorry for being late, everyone. Olivia might have it, I've been taking care of her. Richard 

says take care of the family. Most important thing right now is to take care of each other so 

that we can all participate later. 

 

Samwell: 

Please post favorite historical movies online! Seems apropos. 

 

Piaras: 

Is everyone ok? Speak up if not. We're here to support each other in need. 

 

Baley: 

Thanks to Scianna for donating eggs to the community! Lots of people got them. 

 

Dawn: 

Shoutout to Mills for raiding the theater dept for mask and gloves for the hospital.  

Be careful, it's dangerous right now, it's in the community. Our heart goes out to Liv and 

those have/may have it.  

 

Luscious: 

Testing is taking 8-10 days to get back and it's rough right now. 

 

Dawn:  

This is the calm before the storm. It's coming quickly. It's scary and dangerous. BE 

CAREFUL! STAY HOME! 

 

Parias/Others: 

Freddys does delivery, consider it. 

 

Garrison please stay home Everyone will deliver to help out. 

 

Bailey will post a link to places that deliver groceries on Glyn Dwfn chat/page. 



 

Mills will deliver masks and stuff to hospital when she can. 

 

Dawn: 

Dawn will deliver groceries to folks if needed. (Others volunteer as well) 

Dawn isn't sure what Asante's stance on community made masks is. Providence NW wants 

them if they provide the kits. They sent out over 1M kits which were claimed in under 

18hrs.Providence might push for more further down I5 corridor. Dawn will post on the GD 

page as soon as there's answers or useful information regarding this. 

 

Richard:  

Please stay connected and ask for help if you need it. Please speak up. We need to take 

care of each other. 

 

Bailey:  

PM me if you need bread I have extra baking supplies - lots. 

 

Mills:  

Reach out privately if you need assistance; some of us work remotely and still have income. 

Please don't hesitate to reach out. 

 

Changeovers and Financials: 

Luscious wants to change over but there's not much need while the job is so light and we're 

remote. 

 

 

Mills and Richard have scanners. If documents need to be uploaded that's an option. 

 

Keep an eye out for Crown's advice on filing warrants and other paperwork. 

  

Warrants: 

Financials:  
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